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JQK2MimK 2t+?M;2 BM i?2 2H2+i`QM /Qm#H2@bHBi
2tT2`BK2Mi
>2`KM "i2HM- 1`B+ CQM2b- qvM2 *?2M;@q2B >mM;- _Q;2` "+?
.2T`iK2Mi Q7 S?vbB+b M/ bi`QMQKv- lMBp2`bBiv Q7 L2#`bFěGBM+QHM- ky3 CQ`;2Mb2M >HH-
GBM+QHM- L2#`bF e3833@ykNN- la
#bi`+iX q2 T`QpB/2 bmTTQ`i 7Q` i?2 +HBK i?i KQK2MimK Bb +QMb2`p2/ 7Q` BM/BpB/mH 2p2Mib
BM i?2 2H2+i`QM /Qm#H2 bHBi 2tT2`BK2MiX h?2 Mim`H +QMb2[m2M+2 Bb i?i  T?vbB+H K2+?MBbK
Bb `2bTQMbB#H2 7Q` i?Bb KQK2MimK 2t+?M;2- #mi i?i 2p2M B7 i?2 7mM/K2MiH K2+?MBbK Bb
FMQrM 7Q` 2H2+i`QM +`vbiH /Bz`+iBQM M/ i?2 ETBixĜ.B`+ 2z2+i- Bi Bb mMFMQrM 7Q` 2H2+i`QM
/Bz`+iBQM 7`QK MMQ@7#`B+i2/ /Qm#H2 bHBibX qQ`F iQr`/b  T`QTQb2/ 2tTHMiBQM BM i2`Kb Q7
T`iB+H2 i`D2+iQ`B2b z2+i2/ #v  p+mmK }2H/ Bb /Bb+mbb2/X h?2 +QMi2MiBQmb mb2 Q7 i`D2+iQ`B2b
Bb /Bb+mbb2/ rBi?BM i?2 +QMi2ti Q7 QBH /`QTH2i MHQ;m2b Q7 /Qm#H2 bHBi /Bz`+iBQMX
RX AMi`Q/m+iBQM
_2+2MiHv r2 T2`7Q`K2/ i?2 2H2+i`QM /Qm#H2 bHBi 2tT2`BK2Mi- M/ i?2 Tii2`M rb `2+Q`/2/ QM2
2H2+i`QM i@@iBK2 (R)X h?2 2H2+i`QM /2i2+iBQM `i2 rb #Qmi QM2 2H2+i`QM T2` b2+QM/X h?Bb
K/2 Bi TQbbB#H2 iQ KMmHHv im`M Qz i?2 2H2+i`QM bQm`+2 7i2` i?2 }`bi 2H2+i`QM rb `2+Q`/2/X
h?Bb 2H2+i`QM +M- #v +?M+2- HM/ BM  }`bi /Bz`+iBQM Q`/2` Ub22 6B;XRVX h?Bb +M #2 +QMbB/2`2/
 +QKTH2i2/ bBM;H2@2p2Mi 2tT2`BK2MiX P7i2M bBM;H2 2p2Mib 2tT2`BK2Mib `2 QMHv +QMbB/2`2/ BM 
T`Q##BHBbiB+ rv b i?2 #2bi i?2Q`v pBH#H2 iQ +QKT`2 rBi?- i?i Bb ZmMimK J2+?MB+b- Bb
T`Q##BHBbiB+X L2p2`i?2H2bb-  [mMimK /2b+`BTiBQM HbQ BM+Hm/2b i?2 +Q``2+i T`2/B+iBQM i?i i?2
BM/BpB/mH- BM i?Bb +b2 TQbBiBQM- Qmi+QK2b `2 2B;2MpHm2b Q7 QT2`iQ`bX 1p2M KQ`2 Bb FMQrM
#Qmi bBM;H2 2p2MibX h?Bb #2+QK2b +H2` mTQM bFBM; i?2 [m2biBQM, ǳAb KQK2MimK +QMb2`p2/
7Q` i?Bb 2tT2`BK2Mi\Ǵ q2 rBHH T`QpB/2 bmTTQ`i 7Q` i?2 +HBK i?i i?2 ;2M2`HHv ++2Ti2/ Mbr2`
Bb v2bX h?2 Mim`H 7QHHQr@mT [m2biBQM i?i Bb i?2 +2Mi`H i?2K2 Q7 i?Bb TT2` Bb, ǳ"v r?i
K2+?MBbK /Q i?2 2H2+i`QM M/ i?2 bHBi 2t+?M;2 KQK2MimK\Ǵ q2 +HBK i?i i?2 Mbr2`
Bb MQi FMQrM M/ i?i i?2 [m2biBQM Bb  pHB/ QM2X aQK2 /Bb+mbbBQM QM TQbbB#H2 K2+?MBbKb
Bb ;Bp2MX AM T`iB+mH`- i?2 `QH2 Q7 BK;2 +?`;2 BMi2`+iBQM #2ir22M i?2 2H2+i`QM BM /Qm#H2
bHBi rHHb M/ i?2 p+mmK }2H/ Bb /Bb+mbb2/X h?2 T`QTQb2/ 2tTHMiBQM i?i i?2 /Qm#H2 bHBi
T`QpB/2b  #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQM 7Q` i?2 p+mmK }2H/- r?B+? BM im`M T`QpB/2b  K2Mb #v r?B+?
i?2 2H2+i`QM i`D2+iQ`v 2t+?M;2b KQK2MimK (kĜe) rBi? i?2 bHBi Bb /Bb+mbb2/ rBi?BM i?2 +QMi2ti Q7
i?2 i?2Q`v aiQ+?biB+ 1H2+i`Q/vMKB+b Ua1.V (k-d)X h?2 T`QpQ+iBp2 TQbbB#BHBiv Q7 Mv i`D2+iQ`v
2tTHMiBQM Bb +QMbB/2`2/ BM pB2r Q7 i?2 r2HH@FMQrM QBH@/`QTH2i /Qm#H2 bHBi MHQ;m2X h?2 pHB/Biv
`M;2 Q7 a1. M/ i?2 `2HiBQM rBi? i?2 >2Bb2M#2`; mM+2`iBMiv `2HiBQM `2 /Bb+mbb2/ 7Q` i?2
?`KQMB+ Qb+BHHiQ`X h?2 BMi2Mi Q7 i?Bb TT2` Bb iQ `Bb2 [m2biBQMb M/ /Bb+mbb QM;QBM; rQ`F i?i
Bb mM}MBb?2/ M/ b Q7 v2i BM+QM+HmbBp2X
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6B;m`2 RX "mBH/mT Q7 1H2+i`QM .Bz`+iBQMX ǳ"HQ#bǴ BM/B+i2 i?2 HQ+iBQMb Q7 /2i2+i2/ 2H2+i`QMbX
a?QrM `2 BMi2`K2/Bi2 #mBH/@mT Tii2`Mb 7`QK i?2 +2Mi`H }p2 Q`/2`b Q7 i?2 /Bz`+iBQM Tii2`M-
rBi? k- d- kyN- Ryy9- M/ ekj8 2H2+i`QMb /2i2+i2/ U@2V (R)X h?2 +B`+H2 BM/B+i2b r?2`2 i?2 }`bi
2H2+i`QM HM/2/ 7Q` i?Bb /i `mMX
kX JQK2MimK +QMb2`piBQM BM /Qm#H2 bHBi /Bz`+iBQM
h?2 7KQmb 1BMbi2BM@"Q?` /BHQ;m2 b?2/b HB;?i QM i?2 [m2biBQM Q7 i?2 KQK2MimK +QMb2`piBQM
(3)X 1BMbi2BM ii2KTi2/ iQ T`Qp2 i?i [mMimK K2+?MB+b Bb BM+QKTH2i2X AM i?Bb 7KQmb b2`B2b
Q7 /Bb+mbbBQMb #2ir22M 1BMbi2BM M/ "Q?`- b2p2`H iQTB+b BM [mMimK K2+?MB+b r2`2 /2#i2/X
PM2 Q7 i?2b2 Bb i?2 /Qm#H2 bHBi BMi2`72`2M+2 2tT2`BK2Mi (N-Ry)X ZmMimK K2+?MB+b T`2/B+ib
M BMi2`72`2M+2 Tii2`M rBi? T2`72+i +QMi`bi- #mi QMHv B7 r2 ?p2 MQ FMQrH2/;2 Q7 r?B+? bHBi
i?2 T`iB+H2 r2Mi i?`Qm;?X 1BMbi2BM /2pBb2/  i?Qm;?i@2tT2`BK2Mi i?i rQmH/ K2bm`2 i?`Qm;?
r?B+? bHBi i?2 T`iB+H2 r2Mi M/ b?Qr i?2 BMi2`72`2M+2 Tii2`MX A7 bm+? M 2tT2`BK2Mi +QmH/
#2 T2`7Q`K2/ ?2 ?QT2/ i?i Bi rQmH/ b?Qr i?i [mMimK K2+?MB+b Bb BM+QKTH2i2X 1BMbi2BM
+QMbB/2`2/  T`iB+H2 #2K BHHmKBMiBM;  bBM;H2 bHBi b+`22M TH+2/ BM 7`QMi Q7  /Qm#H2 bHBi b+`22MX
AM;2MBQmbHv ?2 bm;;2bi2/ i?i i?2 `2+QBH Q7 i?2 bBM;H2 bHBi b+`22M +QmH/ #2 K2bm`2/ iQ /2i2`KBM2
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6B;m`2 kX a+?2KiB+ Q7 wm`2FǶb MHvbBb Q7 i?2 "Q?`@1BMbi2BM /Qm#H2@bHBi i?Qm;?i 2tT2`BK2MiX
i?`Qm;? r?B+? bHBi i?2 T`iB+H2 rQmH/ KQp2X 1BMbi2BM mb2/ KQK2MimK +QMb2`piBQM iQ T`2/B+i
i?2 `2+QBHX "2+mb2 i?2 `2+QBH rQmH/ #2 T`2b2Mi `2;`/H2bb B7 Bi Bb K2bm`2/ Q` MQi- Bi TT2`b i?i
bm+?  K2bm`2K2Mi rQmH/ MQi z2+i i?2 2tT2`BK2Mi BM Mv rv- M/ i?2 BMi2`72`2M+2 Tii2`M
rQmH/ `2KBMX "Q?` `2THB2/ i?i r?2M r2 K2bm`2 i?2 `2+QBH- BX2X i?2 KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 b+`22M-
++m`i2Hv 2MQm;? iQ /2i2`KBM2 i?`Qm;? r?B+? bHBi i?2 T`iB+H2 r2Mi- i?2 mM+2`iBMiv BM Qm`
FMQrH2/;2 Q7 i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 bHBi Bb bQ H`;2 i?i i?2 BMi2`72`2M+2 Tii2`M Bb Q#b+m`2/X AM Qi?2`
rQ`/b- [mMimK K2+?MB+b- i?`Qm;? >2Bb2M#2`;Ƕb mM+2`iBMiv `2HiBQM- T`Qi2+ib Bib2H7X HbQ "Q?`
bbmK2/ i?i KQK2MimK +QMb2`piBQM ?QH/bX AM  Hi2` i`2iBb2 qQQii2`b M/ wm`2F MHvx2 i?Bb
i?Qm;?i 2tT2`BK2Mi [mMiBiiBp2Hv (RR)X h?Bb HHQrb b2iiBM; mT  [mMiBiiBp2 `2HiBQM #2ir22M
i?2 T`Q##BHBiv Q7 ;QBM; i?`Qm;? QM2 bHBi rBi? i?2 +QMi`bi Q7 i?2 BMi2`72`2M+2 Tii2`MX
6B`bi r2 rBHH bmKK`Bx2 i?2 KBM `2bmHib Q7 qQQii2`b M/ wm`2FǶb TT`Q+?- mbBM; i?2 bK2
MQiiBQM b mb2/ #v i?2b2 mi?Q`bX h?2 bvbi2K /Bb+mbb2/ Bb b+?2KiB+HHv T`2b2Mi2/ BM };m`2 kX
h?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 bBM;H2 bHBi THi2 Bb ;Bp2M #v z- i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 i i?2 /2i2+iBQM
b+`22M Bb ;Bp2M #v ξ- i?2 TQbBiBQMb Q7 2+? Q7 i?2 /Qm#H2 bHBib Q7 H#2H2/ rBi?  M/ " M/ i?2
Q#b2`p2/ TQbBiBQM /Bbi`B#miBQM Bb BM/B+i2/ #v f(ξ)X






2/2a2 [eik0(ξ+x) + e−ik0(ξ+x)]δ(z − x)dx URV
h?2 KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 Bb ;Bp2M #v k0- M/ i?2 T`K2i2` a Bb  K2bm`2 Q7 i?2 rB/i? Q7
i?2 :mbbBM /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 i?2 bHBiX A7 a = 0 i?2M r2 FMQr r?2`2 i?2 bHBi Bb- #mi r2 /Q MQi FMQr
r?i Bib KQK2MimK Bb- M/ i?2 BMi2`72`2M+2 Tii2`M ?b 7mHH +QMi`biX 1BMbi2BMǶb KQ/B}+iBQM Q7
i?2 /Qm#H2 bHBi 2tT2`BK2Mi K2Mb r2 rQmH/ FMQr bQK2i?BM; #Qmi i?2 KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 bHBi-
r?B+?- b "Q?` TQBMi2/ Qmi- rQmH/ bK2` Qmi i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 bHBi- #2+mb2 Q7 >2Bb2M#2`;Ƕb
mM+2`iBMiv T`BM+BTH2- M/ i?mb +mb2 i?2 BMi2`72`2M+2 +QMi`bi iQ /BbTT2`X qQQii2` M/
wm`2FǶb 2[miBQM RXR HHQrb i?i bii2K2Mi iQ #2 K/2 [mMiBiiBp2X 6Q`  ;Bp2M pHm2 Q7 a-
i?2 BMi2`72`2M+2 Tii2`M +M #2 +H+mHi2/c
f(ξ) =
∫
|ψ(z, ξ)|2 dz UkV
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#v BMi2;`iBM; Qp2` i?2 mMQ#b2`p2/ bHBi TQbBiBQM zX aT2+B}+HHv-
f(ξ) =
∫
















2/a2(1 + +Qb(2k0(ξ + z)) =
= 1 + e−a
2k20 +Qb(2k0ξ).
UjV
AM i?2 }`bi bi2T i?2 BMi2;`iBQM Qp2` i?2 /2Hi@7mM+iBQM- δ(z − x)- ?b #22M T2`7Q`K2/- r?BH2






e−z2/a2 +Qb(2k0z) = e−a
2k20 - ?b #22M mb2/X AM i?2 HBKBi Q7
a → 0 i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 bHBi Bb 2t+iHv FMQrM- M/ i?2 +QMi`bi Bb KtBKHX q2 MQr im`M
Qm` ii2MiBQM iQ i?2 rp27mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 bHBi M/ i?2 T`iB+H2 BM i?2 KQK2MimK `2T`2b2MiiBQMX





























; pA + pB = 1.
U8V
h?2 7mM+iBQMb pA,B ;Bp2 i?2 T`Q##BHBiv Q7 ;QBM; i?`Qm;? bHBi  Q` "- `2bT2+iBp2Hv- M/ D
MQ`KHBx2b i?2 rp27mM+iBQMX q2 MQi2 i?i i?2 HBKBi a → ∞ DmbiB}2b i?2 bii2K2Mi BM i?2
BMi`Q/m+iBQM i?i /Bz`+iBQM 2bb2MiBHHv +`2i2b M 2MiM;H2/ bii2X AM i?Bb HBKBi i?2 T`Q##BHBiB2b










= |ψ(−k0)〉slit |ψ(k0)〉photon + |ψ(k0)〉photon |ψ(−k0)〉slit .
UeV













1 + +Qb(2k0(ξ − z)) dz = 1/2a.
UdV
AM rQ`/b- i?Bb bii2b i?i- B7 a Bb K/2 p2`v H`;2 i?2M i?2 KQK2MimK Q7 i?2 bHBi Bb FMQrM- M/
i i?2 bK2 iBK2 i?2 BMi2`72`2M+2 Tii2`M Bb FMQrMX *QK#BMBM; i?Bb rBi? i?2 2`HB2` bii2K2Mi
i?i 7Q` p2`v bKHH a i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 bHBi Bb FMQrM- r?BH2 i i?2 bK2 iBK2 i?2 BMi2`72`2M+2
Tii2`M ?b 7mHH +QMi`bi- Bi +M #2 `2+Q;MBx2/ i?i i?Bb `2bmHi +M #2 `2+?2/ #v mbBM; "Q?`Ƕb
`;mK2MiiBQM mbBM; i?2 >2Bb2M#2`; mM+2`iBMiv `2HiBQMX aT2+B}+HHv- B7 i?2 KQK2MimK Q7 i?2
bHBi Bb K2bm`2/ 2t+iHv i?2 TQbBiBQM Bb +QKTH2i2Hv mMFMQrM M/ BM+Q?2`2MiHv p2`;BM; Qp2` i?Bb
TQbBiBQM #Hm`b i?2 BMi2`72`2M+2 Tii2`M +QKTH2i2HvX qQQii2`b M/ wm`2F MQi QMHv DmbiB}2/ i?Bb
`2bQMBM;- #mi HbQ ;Bp2 [mMiBiiBp2 2tT`2bbBQMb r?2M MQi +QMbB/2`BM; i?2 2ti`2K2 +b2bX h?2
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6B;m`2 jX ETBixĜ.B`+ 2z2+iX 1H2+i`QMb +M #2 /Bz`+i2/ 7`QK  biM/BM; rp2 Q7 HB;?i
(Rj)X V aiBKmHi2/ *QKTiQM b+ii2`BM; Bb i?2 #bBb 7Q` i?2 ETBixĜ.B`+ 2z2+iX "V 1M2`;v Bb
+QMb2`p2/ BM i?Bb T`Q+2bbX *V JQK2MimK Bb +QMb2`p2/ BM i?Bb T`Q+2bbX .V M;mH` KQK2MimK
Bb +QMb2`p2/ r?2M i?2 2H2+i`QM bTBM /Q2b MQi ~BTX
T`Q##BHBiv iQ ;Q i?`Qm;? QM2 Q7 i?2 ?QH2b M/ i?2 BMi2`72`2M+2 +QMi`bi +M #2 +H+mHi2/ 7Q`
`#Bi``v pHm2b Q7 aX
6Q` i?Bb TT2`- i?2 b2+QM/ HBM2 BM 2[miBQM UeV Bb `2H2pMiX Ai 2tT`2bb2b i?i KQK2MimK
+QMb2`piBQM #2ir22M i?2 2H2+i`QM M/ i?2 bHBi ?QH/bX h?Bb Bb mb2/ iQ b2i mT i?2 KBM [m2biBQM
TQb2/ BM i?Bb TT2`, ǳ"v r?i T`Q+2bb /Q2b i?2 2H2+i`QM 2t+?M;2 KQK2MimK rBi? i?2 /Qm#H2
bHBi\Ǵ
jX JQK2MimK 2t+?M;2 K2+?MBbKb
lTQM bFBM; i?Bb [m2biBQM BM S?vbB+b *QHHQ[mB UT`2b2Mi2/ #v >"V- i?2 Mbr2` T`QpB/2/ #v
T?vbB+b T`Q72bbQ`b Bb bm`T`BbBM;Hv p`B2/X Mbr2`b `M;2 7`QK, ǳi?2 2H2+i`QM BM/m+2/ M BK;2
+?`;2 BM i?2 /Qm#H2 bHBi r?B+? #+F@+ib QM i?2 2H2+i`QM-Ǵ M/ ǳi?2 2H2+i`QM 2t+Bi2b T?QMQMb BM
i?2 /Qm#H2 bHBi- r?B+? #+F@+ib QM i?2 2H2+i`QM-Ǵ iQ ǳi?2 p+mmK }2H/ #QmM/2/ #v i?2 /Qm#H2
bHBi bi`m+im`2 +ib QM i?2 2H2+i`QMXǴ //BiBQMH iQ bm+? Mbr2`b- i?2 +QKK2Mi Bb Q7i2M K/2 i?i
B7 QM2 /Q2b 2Mi2`iBM i?Bb [m2biBQM- QM2 b?QmH/ MQi 7Q`;2i i?i iQKb- T?QiQMb- M/ M2mi`QMb HH
/Bz`+i M/ i?mb i?2 K2+?MBbK b?QmH/ ?p2 bQK2 `i?2` m#B[mBiQmb 2H2K2Mib BM BiX #Qmi ?H7
Q7 i?2 +QKK2Mib K/2 bmTTQ`i i?2 B/2 i?i i?Bb Bb  [m2biBQM i?i QM2 b?QmH/ MQi bF Q` Bb
H`2/v Mbr2`2/ #v i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7  TQi2MiBH i?i /2b+`B#2b i?2 /Qm#H2 bHBi bi`m+im`2X
hQ //`2bb i?2 +QKK2Mi- r?2i?2` Q` MQi r2 b?QmH/ bF i?2 [m2biBQM #v r?i T`Q+2bb i?2
2H2+i`QM 2t+?M;2b KQK2MimK rBi? i?2 bHBi- H2iǶb +QMbB/2` i?2 bK2 [m2biBQM 7Q` i?2 ETBixĜ
.B`+ 2z2+i (Rk)X
q?2M 2H2+i`QMb Tbb i?`Qm;?  biM/BM; rp2 Q7 HB;?i rBi? T2`BQ/B+Biv d ≈ λ/2- Bi Bb TQbbB#H2
7Q` i?2 2H2+i`QM rp2 iQ /Bz`+i 7`QK i?2 T2`BQ/B+ HB;?i bi`m+im`2 rBi?  /Bz`+iBQM M;H2
θ ≈ λe/d- r?2`2 λe = 2π/pe- M/ pe Bb i?2 2H2+i`QMǶb KQK2MimKX h?Bb 2z2+i- FMQrM b
i?2 ETBixĜ.B`+ 2z2+i- rb T`QTQb2/ BM RNjj (9) M/ r2 `2HBx2/ i?Bb 2tT2`BK2Mi BM kyyR
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6B;m`2 9X 1H2+i`QM /Qm#H2@bHBi M/ ETiBx@.B`+ /Bz`+iBQMX G27iV 1H2+i`QMb U#Hm2 HBM2b-
bi`iBM; `B;?i iQTV Tbb i?`Qm;?  MMQ7#`B+i2/ /Qm#H2 bHBi U/BbiM+2 #2ir22M i?2 bHBib Bb
jyy MK- M/ b?QrM Bb M 2H2+i`QM KB+`Qb+QT2 BK;2VX h?2 K2bm`2/ /Bz`+iBQM Tii2`M U/QibV
;`22b rBi?  [mMimK K2+?MB+H MHvbBb UHBM2bVX _B;?iV 1H2+i`QMb U#Hm2 HBM2b- bi`iBM; `B;?i
iQTV Tbb i?`Qm;?  biM/BM; rp2 Q7 HB;?i UT2`BQ/B+Biv kee MK- M/ b?QrM Bb  T?QiQ;`T? Q7
i?2 Hb2` 7Q+mb K/2 pBbB#H2 rBi? bKQF2VX h?2 K2bm`2/ /Bz`+iBQM Tii2`M U/QibV ;`22b rBi?
 [mMimK K2+?MB+H MHvbBb UHBM2bVX
(Rj-R9)X h?2 T`Q+2bb #v r?B+? i?2 2H2+i`QM 2t+?M;2b KQK2MimK rBi? HB;?i Bb biBKmHi2/
*QKTiQM b+ii2`BM;X PM2 T?QiQM Bb #bQ`#2/- r?BH2 i?2 2KBbbBQM Q7 MQi?2` Bb biBKmHi2/
U6B;X kVX 1M2`;v M/ M;mH` KQK2MimK `2 +QMb2`p2/ BM i?Bb T`Q+2bb U6B;X k"- k.VX b
i?2 #bQ`TiBQM M/ biBKmHi2/ 2KBbbBQM `2 /m2 iQ T?QiQMb +QKBM; 7`QK QTTQbBi2 /B`2+iBQMb- i?2
2H2+i`QM 2tT2`B2M+2b  `2+QBH Q7 2k KQK2MimK U6B;X k*V- r?2`2 k = 2π/λX i  #bB+ H2p2H
Bi Bb 2bv iQ p2`B7v i?i i?2 b+ii2`BM; M;H2 θ ≈ 2k/peM/ i?2 /Bz`+iBQM M;H2 `2 B/2MiB+H
bmTTQ`iBM; i?2 2tTHMiBQM Q7 2H2+i`QM /Bz`+iBQM #v  ǳHB;?i ;`iBM;Ǵ b biBKmHi2/ *QKTiQM
b+ii2`BM;X i  KQ`2 7Q`KH H2p2H- T2`im`#iBQM i?2Q`v M/ b2+QM/ [mMiBxiBQM Q7 i?2 HB;?i
}2H/ +M #2 mb2/ iQ bmTTQ`i i?Bb +HBK (R8)X h?2 mM/2`biM/BM; Q7 i?2 K2+?MBbK HbQ H2/b
iQ T`2/B+iBQMbX q?2M i?2 TQH`BxiBQM Q7 i?2 +QmMi2` T`QT;iBM; HB;?i #2Kb Bb +?Qb2M iQ #2
T2`T2M/B+mH`- MQ biM/BM; rp2 7Q`Kb M/ i?2 2H2+i`QMb /Q MQi /Bz`+iX P` BM i?2 T`iB+H2
TB+im`2c M;mH` KQK2MimK +QMb2`piBQM /Q2b MQi rQ`F 7Q` T?QiQMb i?i +``v QTTQbBi2 M;mH`
KQK2MimKX "27Q`2 i?2 BMi2`+iBQM i?2 irQ T?QiQMb +``v  iQiH Q7 x2`Q M;mH` KQK2MimK-
r?BH2 7i2` i?2 biBKmHi2/ 2KBbbBQM i?2 irQ T?QiQMb +``v irQ mMBib Q7  M;mH` KQK2MimKX
h?2 2H2+i`QM +M i KQbi +?M;2 Bib M;mH` KQK2MimK #v QM2 mMBi Q7  BM  bTBM ~BT T`Q+2bb
(R8)X
AMbT2+iBQM Q7 i?2 2H2+i`QM /Bz`+iBQM Tii2`M 7`QK HB;?i- M/ 7`QK i?2 /Qm#H2@bHBi `2p2H- MQi
bm`T`BbBM;Hv-  p2`v bBKBH` T?2MQK2MQHQ;v U6B;X jVX M/-  biM/`/ [mMimK K2+?MB+H
/2b+`BTiBQM Q7 i?2 2tT2`BK2Mib ;Bp2b ;QQ/ ;`22K2Mi BM #Qi? i?2b2 +b2bX h?2 bm`T`Bb2 Bb
i?i i?2 K2+?MBbK +M #2 2tTHBM2/ 7Q`  HB;?i@;`iBM;- #mi MQi i?2 /Qm#H2@bHBi +b2X G2iǶb
+QMbB/2` 2H2+i`QM /Bz`+iBQM 7`QK M BQMB+ +`vbiHHBM2 HiiB+2 b BM i?2 7KQmb .pBbbQM@:2`K2`
2tT2`BK2Mi (Re)X *M BM i?Bb +b2 i?2 K2+?MBbK 7Q` KQK2MimK 2t+?M;2 #2 2tTHBM2/\ M
2H2+i`QM 2tT2`B2M+2b i?2 T2`BQ/B+ *QmHQK# TQi2MiBH Q7 i?2 BQMB+ HiiB+2X *QmHQK# b+ii2`BM; i
i?2 T`iB+H2 H2p2H Bb mM/2`biQQ/ b i?2 b+ii2`BM; Q7 pB`imH T?QiQMbX h?mb i?2 #bB+ K2+?MBbK
7Q` KQK2MimK 2t+?M;2 #2ir22M i?2 /Bz`+iBM; 2H2+i`QM M/ i?2 BQMB+ HiiB+2 Bb mM/2`biQQ/X
//BiBQMHHv- T`2/B+iBQMb +M #2 K/2X b i?2 HiiB+2 ?2ib M/ i?2 TQi2MiBH b?T2 Bb KQ/B}2/
/m2 iQ i?2 p2`;BM; Q7 i?2 KQiBQM Q7 i?2 BQMB+ HiiB+2- i?2 /Bz`+iBQM Tii2`M Bb KQ/B}2/X
Ab i?2 2H2+i`QM /Bz`+iBQM #v  MMQ@7#`B+i2/ ;`iBM; (Rd)  +b2 i?i Bb p2`v bBKBH` BM
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6B;m`2 8X AK;2 +?`;2 2z2+iX M 2H2+i`QM #2K Bb /Bz`+i2/ 7`QK  MMQ7#`B+i2/ ;`iBM;
(Rd-R3)X h?2 2H2+i`QM i`MbKBbbBQM BMiQ i?2 i?B`/ /Bz`+iBQM Q`/2` Bb ;Bp2M b  7mM+iBQM Q7 ;`iBM;
iBHi M;H2 UH27iVX h?2 b[m`2b M/ +B`+H2b `2 /i 7Q` i?2 TQbBiBp2 M/ M2;iBp2 i?B`/ Q`/2`X h?2
bQHB/ HBM2 Bb i?2 `2bmHi Q7  Ti? BMi2;`H +H+mHiBQM 7Q` i?2 TQbBiBp2 i?B`/ Q`/2` rBi? M BK;2
+?`;2 TQi2MiBH M/ i?2 ;2QK2i`v Q7 i?2 ;`iBM; BM+Hm/2/X h?2 ;2QK2i`v Bb ;Bp2M #v i?2 +`Qbb@
b2+iBQMH +mi Q7 i?2 MMQ7#`B+i2/ ;`iBM; U`B;?i VX h?2 #2p2H M;H2 Q7 i?2 bHBi Bb ;Bp2M #v φ-
i?2 2H2+i`QM #2K M;H2 rBi? `2bT2+i iQ i?2 ;`iBM; Bb θ- i?2 bHBi rB/i? Bb ;Bp2M b r- M/ i?2
;`iBM; i?B+FM2bb Bb ;Bp2M #v LX
Mim`2 iQ i?2 BQMB+ +`vbiH- BM i?i bBKTHv i?2 HiiB+2 +QMbiMi Bb Km+? H`;2`\ h?2 BQMB+ +`vbiH
HiiB+2 ?b  T`BQ/B+Biv Q7 #Qmi k M;bi`QK- r?BH2 i?2 ;`iBM; ?b #Qmi Ryyy M;bi`QKX 1p2M
i?Qm;? i?2 T2`BQ/B+Biv Bb p2`v /Bz2`2Mi- i?2 T?vbB+b TT2`b bBKBH`X h?2 2H2+i`QMb `2 #HQ+F2/
#v i?2 ;`iBM; #`b #v b+ii2`BM; Q7 i?2 Ki2`BH i?i i?2 #`b `2 K/2 Q7X h?Bb Bb /m2 iQ i?2
*QmHQK# BMi2`+iBQM rBi? i?2 BQMB+ HiiB+2 Q7 i?2 Ki2`BHX >Qr2p2`- BM MQi?2` b2Mb2 i?2 BQMB+
+`vbiH Bb Km+? KQ`2 HBF2 i?2 HB;?i ;`iBM;X 6Q` #Qi? i?2 HB;?i ;`iBM; M/ i?2 BQMB+ HiiB+2-
i?2 2H2+i`QM 2tT2`B2M+2b  T?b2 ;`iBM;X h?i Bb- i?2 2H2+i`QM rp27mM+iBQM ++mKmHi2b 
T?b2 i?i Bb /2T2M/2Mi QM bT+2X 6Q` i?2 MMQ7#`B+i2/ ;`iBM; i?2 2H2+i`QM 2tT2`B2M+2b M
KTHBim/2 ;`iBM; X h?i Bb- i?2 2H2+i`QM rp27mM+iBQM 2tT2`B2M+2b  KQ/mHiBQM Q7 Bib KTHBim/2
b  7mM+iBQM Q7 TQbBiBQMX //BiBQMHHv i?2 ;`iBM; #`b ?p2 MQ +?`;2 Q` Qi?2` }2H/ BM #2ir22M
i?2 ;`iBM; #`bX
_2im`MBM; iQ i?2 /Qm#H2 bHBi- Bi Bb MHQ;Qmb iQ i?2 MMQ7#`B+i2/ ;`iBM;- #mi BMbi2/ Q7 KMv
bHBib Bi ?b QMHv irQX PM2 Q7 i?2 bm;;2biBQMb 7Q`  K2+?MBbK 7Q` 2H2+i`QM /Bz`+iBQM Bb i?i i?2
2H2+i`QM rQmH/ BM/m+2 M BK;2 +?`;2 BM i?2 /Qm#H2 bHBi Ki2`BH rHHb- r?B+? BM im`M rQmH/
#+F@+i QM i?2 2H2+i`QMX h?Bb rQmH/- 7i2` HH- T`QpB/2 `2H }2H/b- M/ i?mb H2/ iQ i?2 2t+?M;2
Q7 pB`imH T?QiQMb rBi? i?2 2H2+i`QM rBi?BM i?2 bHBibX h?Bb ?b #22M BMp2biB;i2/ 2tT2`BK2MiHHvX
h?2 BK;2 +?`;2 BMi2`+iBQM ?b #22M K2bm`2/ iQ r2FHv KQ/B7v i?2 /Bz`+iBQM Tii2`M (R3)X
h?2 bHQT2 QM i?2 /Bz`+iBQM `Q+FBM; +m`p2 `QmM/ θ = 0 Bb /m2 iQ i?2 BK;2 +?`;2X AM i?2
#b2M+2 Q7 BK;2 +?`;2 i?Bb bHQT2 Bb x2`QX h?2 #bB+ B/2 Bb i?i 2H2+i`QMb i?i KQp2 rBi? M;H2
r?2`2 θ ≈ φ Ub22 6B;X8 `B;?iV `2 +HQb2` iQ QM2 ;`iBM; rHH M/ i?mb 2tT2`B2M+2 M BK;2 +?`;2
TQi2MiBH ;`/B2Mi- KQ/B7vBM; i?2 /Bz`+iBQM Tii2`MX h?2 `2KQpH Q7 i?2 BK;2 +?`;2 i2`K BM
i?2 i?2Q`2iB+H i`2iK2Mi H2p2b i?2 /Bz`+iBQM BMi+i- i?mb i?2 BK;2 +?`;2 /Q2b MQi 2tTHBM
2H2+i`QM /Bz`+iBQMX
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6B;m`2 eX a1. i`D2+iQ`v bBKmHiBQMX h`D2+iQ`B2b `2 b?QrM 7Q`  bBKmHiBQM Q7 2H2+i`QMb 7Q`
i?2 /Qm#H2 bHBi 2tT2`BK2MiX 6B;m`2 +Qm`i2bv Q7 CX p2/MQ X
MQi?2` bm;;2biBQM Bb i?i i?2 2H2+i`QM rQmH/ 2t+Bi2 T?QMQMb BM i?2 /Qm#H2 bHBi Ki2`BHX
h?Bb /Q2b MQi /B`2+iHv B/2MiB7v i?2 K2+?MBbK Q7 /Bz`+iBQM- #mi rQmH/ #2 bT2+B}+ #Qmi r?i
irQ Q#D2+ib BMi2`+i M/ 2t+?M;2 KQK2MimKX Ai rQmH/ #2 i?2 2H2+i`QM M/  T?QMQMX h?Bb
B/2 ?b M2p2` #22M i2bi2/- #mi Kv H2/ iQ bm+? B/2b b 2t+BiBM; T?QMQMb BM i?2 /Qm#H2 bHBi
Ki2`BH #27Q`2 i?2 2H2+i`QM /Bz`+ib M/ i?2`2#v +QMi`QHHBM; i?2 2H2+i`QM /Bz`+iBQM Tii2`MX
MQi?2` B/2 Bb i?i i?2 /Qm#H2@bHBi TQb2b  #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQM QM i?2 p+mmK }2H/ M/ i?2
KQ/B}2/ p+mmK }2H/ z2+ib i?2 KQiBQM Q7 i?2 2H2+i`QMX h?Bb Kv TT2` FBM iQ  *bBKB`
2z2+i- #mi i?Bb Bb MQi r?i Bi BbX h?2 H2/BM; i2`K Q7 i?2 p+mmK 2M2`;v BMi2`+iBQM Q7 M 2H2+i`QM
M/  rHH Bb i?2 BK;2 +?`;2 (RN-ky)X h?2 Z1. +Q``2+iBQMb iQ i?i i2`K `2 p2`v bKHH M/ /Q
MQi 2tTHBM /Bz`+iBQMX AM aiQ+?biB+ 1H2+i`Q/vMKB+b i?2 p+mmK }2H/ BMi2`+ib rBi?  +?`;2/
TQBMi T`iB+H2X h?Bb i?2Q`v ?b ?/ bQK2 bm++2bb2b BM 7Q` 2tKTH2 +Q``2+iHv Q#iBMBM; *bBKB`
7Q`+2b (kR) M/ i?2 #bQ`TiBQM bT2+i`mK Q7 i?2 ?`KQMB+ Qb+BHHiQ` (kk)X 6Q` M 2ti2MbBp2 `2+2Mi
`2pB2r b22 (kj)X PM T;2 jkj Q7 i?Bb #QQF  #mM/H2 Q7 i`D2+iQ`B2b Bb b?QrM 7Q` i?2 /Qm#H2 bHBi
U6B;X eVX LQ T`Q##BHBiv /Bbi`B#miBQM ?b #22M +H+mHi2/ v2iX Ai Bb T2`?Tb bm`T`BbBM; i?i 
i?2Q`v i?i bmTTQ`ib `2H i`D2+iQ`B2b Bb 2Mi2`iBM2/ iQ T`QpB/2 BMbB;?i QM  T?vbB+b T?2MQK2MQM
i?i Bb +QMbB/2`2/ iQ #2  ?HHK`F Q7 [mMimK K2+?MB+bX ZmMimK K2+?MB+b Bb MQi +QMbBbi2Mi
rBi? MQM HQ+H@`2H i?2Q`B2b b 2pB/2M+2/ #v 2tT2`BK2MiH i2bib Q7 "2HHǶb BM2[mHBiB2b (k9Ĝke)X h?2
MQiBQM Q7 i`D2+iQ`B2b BM i?Bb +QMi2ti H2/b BM2pBi#Hv iQ /Bb+mbbBQMX
9X PM i?2 TQbbB#BHBiv Q7 i`D2+iQ`v 2tTHMiBQMb
_2+2MiHv- i?2`2 ?b #22M  `2TQ`i QM QBH@/`QTH2ib i?i b?Qr  #2?pBQ` i?i Bb MHQ;Qmb
iQ 2H2+i`QM /Bz`+iBQM 7`QK  /Qm#H2 bHBi (kd)X h?2 /Bz`+iBQM Tii2`M ?b #22M `2+Q`/2/
QM2 /`QTH2i i@@iBK2- M/ i?2 QBH /`QTH2i i`D2+iQ`B2b ?p2 #22M `2+Q`/2/X h?Bb 2tT2`BK2Mi
M/ Bib BMi2`T`2iiBQM TT2` i Q//b rBi? KMv +HBKb i?i ?p2 #22M K/2 QM /Qm#H2 bHBi
/Bz`+iBQMX 6Q` 2tKTH2- 62vMKM bii2/, ǳq2 +?QQb2 iQ 2tKBM2  T?2MQK2MQM r?B+? Bb
BKTQbbB#H2- #bQHmi2Hv BKTQbbB#H2- iQ 2tTHBM BM Mv +HbbB+H rv- M/ r?B+? ?b BM Bi i?2 ?2`i
Q7 [mMimK K2+?MB+bX AM `2HBiv- Bi +QMiBMb i?2 QMHv Kvbi2`vXǳ (Ry) b i?2 bBx2 Q7 i?2 QBH
/`QTH2i Bb #Qmi yX3 KK- Bi Bb +H2`Hv MQi BbQHi2/ bm{+B2MiHv 7`QK Bib 2MpB`QMK2Mi iQ `2[mB`2 
[mMimK K2+?MB+H /2b+`BTiBQMX  +HbbB+H /2b+`BTiBQM Bb +QKTH2i2Hv bm{+B2MiX h?2 QBH /`QTH2i
`2TQ`i b?QmH/ i?mb #2 +QMbB/2`2/ iQ /2b+`B#2  `2K`F#H2 T?2MQK2MQM i?i `2[mB`2b 2ti2MbBp2
b+`miBMvX Pi?2` `2b2`+? ;`QmTb `2 ii2KTiBM; iQ `2T2i i?2 QBH /`QTH2i 2tT2`BK2Mi (k3)X AM
T`iB+mH`- i?2 ;`QmT Q7 "Q?` +HBKb, ǳi?i i?2 bBM;H2@T`iB+H2 biiBbiB+b BM bm+? M 2tT2`BK2Mi
rBHH #2 7mM/K2MiHHv /Bz2`2Mi 7`QK i?2 bBM;H2@T`iB+H2 biiBbiB+b Q7 [mMimK K2+?MB+bǴ (kN)X
Pm` ;`QmT Bb HbQ BM i?2 T`Q+2bb Q7 `2T2iBM; i?2 QBH /`QTH2i 2tT2`BK2MiX aBM;H2@ M/ /Qm#H2 bHBi
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6B;m`2 dX PBH /`QTH2i /Bz`+iBQM MHQ;m2X PBH /`QTH2i i`D2+iQ`B2b 7Q`  bBM;H2 bHBi UH27i #QiiQKV
M/ 7Q`  /Qm#H2 bHBi U`B;?i #QiiQKV K2bm`2/ i lLG `2 b?QrMX h?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; M;mH`
i`D2+iQ`v /Bbi`B#miBQMb `2 ;Bp2M BM i?2 iQT ;`T?bX h?2 pBb+QbBiv mb2/ 7Q` i?2 bBM;H2 M/ /Qm#H2
bHBi Bb ky +ai M/ 8y +ai- `2bT2+iBp2HvX h?2 bQHB/ HBM2 Bb i?2 }i ;Bp2M #v *Qm/2` iQ i?2 /i
`2TQ`i2/ BM (kd)X 6Q`  /2b+`BTiBQM b22 i2tiX
/Bz`+iBQM rb bim/B2/X h?2 2tT2`BK2MiH b2i@mT 7QHHQrb i?2 /2bB;M Q7 i?2 *Qm/2` ;`QmT M/ 
b?Q`i /2b+`BTiBQM Q7 i?2 2tT2`BK2Mi Bb ;Bp2M #2HQr 7Q` +QKTH2i2M2bbX
 ~i- ?Q`BxQMiH b[m`2 /Bb? Bb }HH2/ rBi? TT`QtBKi2Hv 9 KK Q7 QBHX h?2 /Bb? Qb+BHHi2b BM
i?2 p2`iB+H /B`2+iBQM rBi?  7`2[m2M+v Q7 8y >x- r?B+? HHQrb  /`QTH2i Q7 #Qmi yX3 KK bBx2 iQ
#QmM+2 QM i?2 QBH bm`7+2 7Q` T2`BQ/b mT iQ ?Qm`bX Cmbi #2HQr i?2 6`/v i?`2b?QH/ 7Q` bm`7+2
2t+BiiBQM- i?2 QBH /`QTH2i M/ i?2 KQbiHv +B`+mH`Hv b?T2/ rp2 i?i Bi 2t+Bi2b- KQp2 iQ;2i?2`
i  +QMbiMi p2HQ+BivX h?Bb bbQ+BiBQM Q7  /`QTH2i M/  rp2 ?b #22M +HH2/  ǳrHF2`XǴ h?2
/`QTH2i bm`7b i?2 rp2 M/ i?2 rp2 ;mB/2b i?2 /`QTH2i KQiBQMX b i?2 rp2 Bb KQ/B}2/ r?2M Bi
KQp2b BM i?2 pB+BMBiv Q7  T?vbB+H #QmM/`v- Bi bi22`b i?2 /`QTH2iX h?2 T?vbB+H #QmM/`v mb2/
BM i?Bb 2tT2`BK2Mi Bb  bm#K2`;2/ bHBi bi`m+im`2X  #mM/H2 Q7 i`D2+iQ`B2b Bb b?QrM BM 6B;X dX h?2
i`D2+iQ`B2b `2 `2+Q`/2/ rBi?  r2# +K2`X .i MHvbBb bQ7ir`2 }M/b i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2
/`QTH2i i `2;mH` BMi2`pHb M/  i`D2+iQ`v Bb #mBHi b  b2`B2b Q7 iBK2/ TQbBiBQMbX AM 6B;X d i?2
T`Q##BHBiv /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 i`D2+iQ`v M;H2b- 7i2` i?2 /`QTH2i ?b Tbb2/ i?2 bHBi- ?b #22M ;Bp2MX
h?2 M;H2b `2 7QmM/ i  /BbiM+2 Q7 irQ bHBi rB/i?b UK2bm`2/ 7`QK i?2 +2Mi2` Q7 i?2 bHBiVX h?2
M;mH` /Bbi`B#miBQM /Q2b MQi ?p2 /BbiBM+i T2FbX h?2 M;H2b 7Q` i?2 bBM;H2 bHBi +b2- i r?B+? i?2
T2Fb b?QmH/ Q++m` `2 TT`QtBKi2Hv ;Bp2M #v θ ≈ λF /d- r?2`2 λF Bb i?2 6`/v rp2H2M;i?
Q7 i?2 QBH #i? rp2b M/ d Bb i?2 rB/i? Q7 i?2 bHBiX h?2b2 `2 i?2 HQ+iBQMb Q7 i?2 KtBK BM
i?2 bQHB/ +m`p2X h?2 M;H2b Q#b2`p2/ 7m`i?2` 7`QK i?2 bHBi `2 z2+i2/ #v i?2 rHHbX h?2 B/2 Bb
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6B;m`2 3X aBM;H2@bHBi QBH /`QTH2i /Bbi`B#miBQMX h?2 M;mH` /Bbi`B#miBQM b?Qrb /Bz`+iBQM@HBF2
T2Fb UQBH pBb+QbBiv Q7 8y +aiVX
i?i i?2 2ti2Mi Q7 i?2 QBH rp2b b?QmH/ #2 bm{+B2Mi iQ BMi2`+i rBi? i?2 2MiB`2 bHBi- #mi bKHH2`
i?M i?2 b[m`2 rHHb Q7 i?2 #i?- bQ i?i i?2 QBH /`QTH2iǶb KQiBQM Bb z2+i2/ #v i?2 bHBi M/ MQi
i?2 rHHbX >Qr2p2`- 7i2` i?2 QBH /`QTH2i ?b Tbb2/ i?`Qm;? i?2 bHBi- i?2 QBH rp2b rBHH BMi2`+i
rBi? i?2 rHH M/ +?M;2 i?2 /`QTH2i KQiBQMX 6Q` i?2 /Qm#H2 bHBi M 2tKTH2 Bb ;Bp2M r?2`2 
/Qm#H2 HQ#2/ /Bbi`B#miBQM Bb 7QmM/ BM +QMi`bi rBi? i?2 `2bmHib `2TQ`i2/ #v *Qm/2`X >Qr2p2`-
i?Bb /i Bb 7Q` QM2 T`iB+mH` ~mB/ /2Ti? M/ b?FBM; KTHBim/2 Q7 i?2 QBH #i?X //BiBQMHHv-
i?2 BMBiBH M;mH` /Bbi`B#miBQM Bb MQi TQbi@b2H2+i2/ BM i?2 /Qm#H2 bHBi 2tKTH2 b?QrMX AM MHQ;v
rBi? M 2H2+i`QM /Bz`+iBQM 2tT2`BK2Mi- Bi Bb BKTQ`iMi iQ HBKBi i?2 /Bp2`;2M+2 Q7 i?2 BM+QKBM;
T`iB+H2 ǳ#2KǴ iQ H2bb i?M i?2 /Bz`+iBQM M;H2X h?2 BMBiBH TQbBiBQM /Bbi`B#miBQM b?QmH/ #2
~i iQ `2T`2b2Mi  #2K rBi?  mMB7Q`K /Bbi`B#miBQMX h?2 }MH M;mH` /Bbi`B#miBQM /2T2M/b
bi`QM;Hv QM i?2b2 +?QB+2b M/ pHm2bX 6B;m`2 3 b?Qrb MQi?2` bBM;H2 bHBi `mM 7Q` bHB;?iHv /Bz2`2Mi
T`K2i2`b Ui?i Bb bvKK2i`Bx2/ 7QHHQrBM; i?2 TT`Q+? #v *Qm/2`V i?i 2t?B#Bib /Bz`+iBQM
HBF2 T2Fb i TT`QtBKi2Hv i?2 +Q``2+i M;H2X i i?Bb iBK2 r2 +MMQi /`r ;2M2`H +QM+HmbBQMb
/m2 iQ i?2 HBKBi2/ KQmMi Q7 /i pBH#H2X
h?2 BMi2`T`2iiBQM Q7 i?2 i?Qm;?i@T`QpQFBM; 2tT2`BK2Mib #v *Qm/2`- ?p2 HbQ #22M
`22tKBM2/ #v "Q?`X "Q?` ?b `2T2i2/ i?2 /Qm#H2 bHBi 2tT2`BK2Mib M/ /Q2b MQi }M/ /Bz`+iBQM
T2FbX "Q?`Ƕb MHvbBb H2/b iQ i?2 +HBK i?i i?2 QBH /`QTH2i 2tT2`BK2Mib /Q MQi ?p2 i?2
+T#BHBiv iQ b?Qr BMi2`72`2M+2@HBF2 #2?pBQ`X Ai TT2`b i?i i?2 /i T`QpB/2/ #v "Q?` /Q2b
MQi mb2 M BMBiBH mMB7Q`K /Bbi`B#miBQMX Ai Bb MiB+BTi2/ i?i KQ`2 `2}M2/ `2bmHib 7`QK KmHiBTH2
`2b2`+? ;`QmTb `2 7Q`i?+QKBM; M/ Kv b?2/ HB;?i QM i?2 p2`+Biv Q7 i?2 QBH /`QTH2i 2tT2`BK2Mi
M/ i?2 K2MBM; Q7 i?2 MHQ;vX `2 i?2M 2tTHMiBQMb Q7 /Qm#H2 bHBi /Bz`+iBQM mbBM; i`D2+iQ`B2b
2p2M TQbbB#H2\ A7 i?2 *Qm/2` QBH /`QTH2i 2tT2`BK2Mib }M/ bQK2 +QM}`KiBQM i?Bb [m2biBQM +QmH/
#2 {`KiBp2Hv Mbr2`2/X
8X h?2 `QH2 Q7 i?2 p+mmK }2H/
_2im`MBM; iQ i?2 T`QTQb2/ p+mmK }2H/ 2tTHMiBQM Q7 2H2+i`QM /Bz`+iBQM- r2 /2+B/2/ iQ bim/v
i?2 i?2Q`v Q7 a1. 7Q` i?2 ?`KQMB+ Qb+BHHiQ` 7Q` i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 2bi#HBb?BM; Bib pHB/Biv `2;BK2X
h?2 KQiBpiBQM Bb i?i a1. vB2H/b i?2 ;`QmM/ bii2 Q7 i?2 ?`KQMB+ Qb+BHHiQ` r?B+? Q#2vb i?2
>2Bb2M#2`; mM+2`iBMiv `2HiBQMX h?2 >2Bb2M#2`; `2HiBQM Bb +2Mi`H iQ /Bz`+iBQMX  bBKTH2
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`;mK2Mi +M BHHmbi`i2 i?BbX AM 2H2+i`QM /Bz`+iBQM 7`QK  bBM;H2 bHBi Q7 rB/i? d- i?2 2ti2Mi Q7
/Bz`+iBQM M;H2b θ Q#2vb i?2 /Bz`+iBQM 2[miBQM θ = λdB/d 7Q` bKHH M;H2bX PM i?2 Qi?2`
?M/ i?2 2ti2Mi Q7 i?2 /Bz`+iBQM M;H2b `2 M BM/B+iBQM Q7 i?2 KQK2MimK mM+2`iBMiv BM i?2
/B`2+iBQM Q7 i?2 bHBi θ = Δpx/pX lbBM; i?2 /2 "`Q;HB2 rp2H2M;i? λdB = h/p- 2[miBM; i?2 bHBi
rB/i? rBi? i?2 mM+2`iBMiv Q7 i?2 TQbBiBQM d = Δx- i?2 mM+2`iBMiv `2HiBQM ΔxΔpx = h Bb MQr
`2+Qp2`2/X b a1. ;Bp2b  KQ/2H 2tTHMiBQM 7Q` i?2 ;`QmM/ bii2b Q7 i?2 ?`KQMB+ Qb+BHHiQ`-
Bi TT2`b Mim`H iQ bmbT2+i i?i Bi +M HbQ 2tTHBM /Bz`+iBQMX
"Qv2` ?b b?QrM i?i i?2 KQK2Mib 〈xn〉 Q7  ?`KQMB+ Qb+BHHiQ` BKK2`b2/ BM i?2 a1.
p+mmK }2H/ `2 B/2MiB+H iQ i?Qb2 Q7 i?2 [mMimK ?`KQMB+ Qb+BHHiQ` BM i?2 ;`QmM/ bii2 (3)X
b  +QMb2[m2M+2- i?2 >2Bb2M#2`; KBMBKmK mM+2`iBMiv `2HiBQM Bb biBb}2/ 7Q` M a1. ?`KQMB+
Qb+BHHiQ`- M/ i?2 T`Q##BHBiv /Bbi`B#miBQMb Q7 i?2 a1. ?`KQMB+ Qb+BHHiQ` Bb HbQ i?2 bK2 b
i?i Q7 i?2 ;`QmM/ bii2 [mMimK ?`KQMB+ Qb+BHHiQ`X AM (jy) r2 bF i?2 [m2biBQM, ǳq?i
?TT2Mb iQ i?2 /vMKB+b Q7 i?2 +HbbB+H ?`KQMB+ Qb+BHHiQ` BM i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 i?2 a1. p+mmK
}2H/ bm+? i?i Bib T`Q##BHBiv /Bbi`B#miBQMb rQmH/ #2+QK2 :mbbBM\Ǵ M/ ǳq?v /Q i?2 rB/i?b Q7
i?2b2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb biBb7v >2Bb2M#2`;Ƕb KBMBKmK mM+2`iBMiv `2HiBQM\Ǵ h?2 Mbr2` Bb i?i i?2
p+mmK }2H/ /`Bp2b i?2 2H2+i`QM KQiBQM r?BH2 `/BiBQM /KTb BiX h?2 2M2`;v #HM+2 H2/b iQ
M p2`;2 2M2`;v 7Q` i?2 T`iB+H2 Q7 ω/2X SHM+FǶb +QMbiMi 2Mi2`b i?`Qm;? i?2 Qp2`HH bi`2M;i?
Q7 i?2 p+mmK }2H/ M/ Bib pHm2 Bb /2i2`KBM2/ #v 2tT2`BK2MiX h?2 p+mmK }2H/ Bb 7QmM/ b 
GQ`2Mix #QQbi BMp`BMi bQHmiBQM Q7 i?2 Jtr2HH 2[miBQMb BM 7`22 bT+2 (jR)X AM i?Bb b2Mb2- r?B+?
Bb MQi rB/2Hv `2+Q;MBx2/- a1. Bb  i?2Q`v i?i Bb BM/2T2M/2Mi Q7 [mMimK K2+?MB+bX
h?2 p+mmK KQ/2b i?i `2 mb2/ +Qp2` i?2 /KT2/ ?`KQMB+ Qb+BHHiQ` `2bQMM+2 rB/i?X
LQ Qi?2` p+mmK KQ/2b `2 mb2/ BM i?2 bBKmHiBQMX h?2 `2bmHib +QMp2`;2 b i?2 rB/i? Q7 i?2
bT2+i`mK Bb BM+`2b2/X h?2 p+mmK }2H/ b  7mM+iBQM Q7 iBK2 +M #2 TT`QtBKi2/ #v  bBM;H2
KQ/2 7Q` H2bb i?M  +Q?2`2M+2 iBK2 τ - r?B+? Bb i?2 `2+BT`Q+H Q7 i?2 p+mmK }2H/ #M/rB/i?X
h?2 T`iB+H2Ƕb `2bTQMb2 iQ i?Bb }2H/ Bb i?i Q7  /KT2/ ?`KQMB+ Qb+BHHiQ` /`Bp2M #v QM2
7`2[m2M+v M/ ?b i?2 mbmH /Qm#H2 T2F2/ +HbbB+H T`Q##BHBiv /Bbi`B#miBQMX p2`;BM; Qp2`
i?2 T`iB+H2 KQiBQM Qp2` KMv +Q?2`2M+2 iBK2b H2/b iQ  :mbbBM T`Q##BHBiv /Bbi`B#miBQM i?i
;`22b rBi? i?2 [mMimK K2+?MB+H /Bbi`B#miBQM U6B;X NVX HbQ- i?2 T`Q/m+i Q7 i?2 rB/i?b Q7 i?2
KQK2MimK M/ TQbBiBQM /Bbi`B#miBQMb biBb}2b i?2 2[mHBiv BM >2Bb2M#2`; mM+2`iBMiv `2HiBQM
BM ++Q`/M+2 rBi?  KBMBKmK mM+2`iBMiv T+F2iX
h?2 KDQ` +?HH2M;2 7Q` bBKmHiBM; Qi?2` T?vbB+H bvbi2Kb- M/ BM T`iB+mH` /Qm#H2 bHBi
/Bz`+iBQM- Bb iQ BM+Q`TQ`i2 i?2 TT`QT`Bi2 a1. p+mmK }2H/X  `2T`2b2MiiBp2 b2H2+iBQM Q7
p+mmK }2H/ KQ/2b Bb i?mb i?2 F2v iQ bm++2bb7mH a1. bBKmHiBQMbX hQ Tmb? i?2 HBKBib Q7 a1.-
M/ rBi? i?2 BMi2MiBQM iQ 2t+22/ Bib pHB/Biv `2;BK2 r2 bBKmHi2/  ?`KQMB+ Qb+BHHiQ` 2t+Bi2/
rBi?  TmHb2 Q7 r?B+? i?2 +``B2` 7`2[m2M+v +M #2 p`B2/X h?2 R@. 2[miBQM Q7 KQiBQM BM i?2 t@
/B`2+iBQM mb2/ 7Q` i?2 bBKmHiBQM Bb L2riQM 2[miBQM 7Q`  +?`;2/ T`iB+H2 /KT2/ #v `/BiBQM
M/ /`Bp2M #v i?2 p+mmK }2H/ M/  TmHb2/ }2H/-













h?2 }2H/ M/ T`K2i2`b `2 /2b+`B#2/ BM `27 (jk)X h?2 `2bmHi Q7 i?2 bBKmHiBQM Bb b?QrM BM
6B;X RyX
h?2 bm`T`Bb2 rb i?i i?2 [mMimK K2+?MB+H `2bmHi ;`22b r2HH rBi? i?2 a1. `2bmHib- #Qi?
7Q` MmK2`B+H bBKmHiBQM M/ T2`im`#iBQM i?2Q`vX h?2 2ω M/ 3ω Qp2`iQM2b- i?i `2 #b2Mi
7Q`  Tm`2 +HbbB+H Qb+BHHiQ`- +M #2 2tTHBM2/ #v T`K2i`B+ 2t+BiiBQM (jk)X h?2 KQ`2 /2iBH2/
;`22K2Mi Q7 i?2 T2F ?2B;?ib BM i?2 /Bb+`2i2 2t+BiiBQM bT2+i`mK rb MQi 2tT2+i2/X
_2im`MBM; iQ 2H2+i`QM /Qm#H2 bHBi /Bz`+iBQM- Bi Kv TT2` bi`B;?i7Q`r`/ iQ `mM 
bBKmHiBQMX >Qr2p2`-  7`22 2H2+i`QM +M BMi2`+i rBi? HH KQ/2bX 1p2M B;MQ`BM; BM7``2/ M/
mHi`pBQH2i /Bp2`;2M+2b- M mM#QmM/2/ p+mmK bT2+i`mK Bb ?`/ iQ bBKmHi2X hQ bB/2bi2T i?Bb
T`Q#H2K- p2M/MQ Bb ii2KTiBM; iQ mb2  ;mB/BM; 2[miBQM #b2/ QM  T`iB+H2 KQ/2H iQ Q#iBM
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6B;m`2 NX >`KQMB+ Qb+BHHiQ`b rBi? M/ rBi?Qmi i?2 p+mmK }2H/X UhQTV h?2 a1. ?`KQMB+
Qb+BHHiQ` mM/2`;Q2b M Qb+BHHiQ`v KQiBQM rBi? KQ/mHiBM; Qb+BHHiBQM KTHBim/2X h?2 Qb+BHHiBQM
KTHBim/2 KQ/mHi2b i i?2 iBK2 b+H2 Q7 i?2 +Q?2`2M+2 iBK2 M/ Bb `2bTQMbB#H2 7Q` i?2 `2bmHiBM;
:mbbBM T`Q##BHBiv /Bbi`B#miBQMX U"QiiQKV AM i?2 #b2M+2 Q7 i?2 p+mmK }2H/ Q` Mv 2ti2`MH
/`Bp2-  ?`KQMB+ Qb+BHHiQ`- i?i Bb BMBiBHHv /BbTH+2/ 7`QK 2[mBHB#`BmK- T2`7Q`Kb bBKTH2
?`KQMB+ Qb+BHHiBQM rBi? +QMbiMi Qb+BHHiBQM KTHBim/2X h?2 `2bmHiBM; T`Q##BHBiv /Bbi`B#miBQM
?b T2Fb i i?2 irQ im`MBM; TQBMibX
2H2+i`QM i`D2+iQ`v BM i?2 p+mmK (kj)X h?2 `2bmHib `2 #mM/H2b Q7 i`D2+iQ`B2b U6B;X eV i?i Kv
bmTTQ`i /Bz`+iBQM T2FbX i i?Bb TQBMi MQ T`Q##BHBiv /Bbi`B#miBQMb ?p2 #22M `2TQ`i2/- M/
i?Bb rQ`F b?QmH/ HbQ #2 +QMbB/2`2/ mM}MBb?2/X
Ai Kv TT2` i?i r2 +M `mH2 Qmi a1. b  pB#H2 i?2Q`v b Bi Kv #2 `2H M/ HQ+HX
S2`?Tb Bi +MMQi pBQHi2 "2HHǶb BM2[mHBiB2b M/ b?QmH/ i?mb mHiBKi2Hv 7BHX h?Bb /Bb+mbbBQM-
r?2i?2` Q` MQi a1. +QmH/ #2 +QMbB/2`2/ M 2K2`;2Mi [mMimK i?2Q`v- Bb BMi2`2biBM; #mi MQi
BKTQ`iMi 7Q` Qm` T`2b2Mi /Bb+mbbBQMX 1p2M B7 a1. Bb QMHv M TT`QtBKi2 i?2Q`v rBi?  HBKBi2/
pHB/Biv `M;2 +T#H2 Q7 `2T`Q/m+BM; QMHv bQK2 [mMimK 2z2+ib- i?2 bT2+B}+ T`2/B+iBQM i?i i?2
p+mmK }2H/ Bb `2bTQMbB#H2 7Q` /Bz`+iBQM Bb rQ`i? BMp2biB;iBM; BM Bib QrM `B;?iX h?2 Hi2`MiBp2
Q7 mbBM;  7mHH Z1. +H+mHiBQM 7Q` 2H2+i`QM /Qm#H2 bHBi /Bz`+iBQM- i?i BM+Hm/2b i?2 bHBib M/
i?2 p+mmK }2H/- Bb i2+?MB+HHv KQ`2 +?HH2M;BM; M/ ?b M2p2` #22M /QM2X h?2 mb2 Q7 a1. 7Q`
i?Bb T`Q#H2K Bb i?2M QM2 Q7 i?2 QTiBQMb i?i Bb pBH#H2- iQ //`2bb i?2 KBM [m2biBQM `Bb2/ BM
i?Bb TT2`, ǳ"v r?i T?vbB+H T`Q+2bb /Q2b i?2 2H2+i`QM 2t+?M;2 KQK2MimK rBi? i?2 /Qm#H2
bHBi\Ǵ
+FMQrH2/;K2Mib
h?2 mi?Q`b +FMQrH2/;2 ?2HT7mH /Bb+mbbBQMb rBi? up2b *Qm/2`- M J`B *2iiQ- CBK2
p2M/2MQX h?Bb rQ`F Bb bmTTQ`i2/ #v i?2 LiBQMH a+B2M+2 6QmM/iBQM mM/2` :`Mi LQX Rjye8e8X
_272`2M+2b
(R) "+? _- SQT2 .- GBQm a@> M/ "i2HM > kyRj L2r CX S?vbX R8 yjjyR3
(k) "Qv2` h > RNd8 S?vbX _2pX . RR dNyĜ3y3
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6B;m`2 RyX 1t+BiiBQM bT2+i` Q7 ?`KQMB+ Qb+BHHiQ`b 7Q` /Bz2`2Mi i?2Q`B2bX UG27iV a+?2KiB+b
Q7 ?`KQMB+ Qb+BHHiQ`b `2 b?QrM 7Q` [mMimK i?2Q`v UH27i@iQTV- 7Q` a1. UH27i@KB//H2V- M/
7Q` +HbbB+H i?2Q`v UH27i@#QiiQKVX h?2 `2/ ``Qrb BM i?2 [mMimK bvbi2K `2T`2b2Mib i?2 QM2@
bi2T i`MbBiBQM i /Bz2`2Mi TmHb2 7`2[m2M+B2b ωpX U_B;?iV h?2 p2`;2 pHm2 Q7 2M2`;v 〈E〉 7i2`
2t+BiiBQM Bb THQii2/ b  7mM+iBQM Q7 TmHb2 7`2[m2M+v ωpX 6Q` i?2 +HbbB+H i?2Q`v- i?2 2Mb2K#H2
p2`;2 Bb +QKTmi2/X 6Q` i?2 [mMimK i?2Q`v- i?2 2tT2+iiBQM pHm2 Bb +QKTmi2/X h?2 +HbbB+H
Qb+BHHiQ` BM i?2 p+mmK }2H/ U`2/ bQHB/ HBM2V 2t?B#Bib M 2t+BiiBQM bT2+i`mK BM ;`22K2Mi
rBi? i?2 [mMimK `2bmHi U#Hm2 /b?2/ HBM2VX AM i?2 #b2M+2 Q7 i?2 p+mmK }2H/- i?2 +HbbB+H
Qb+BHHiQ` ?b QMHv QM2 bBM;H2 `2bQMM+2 T2F i i?2 Mim`H 7`2[m2M+v ω0 U#H+F /b?@/Qi HBM2VX
h?2 2t+BiiBQM T2F ?2B;?ib M/ i?2 `2HiBp2 `iBQ `2 +QM}`K2/ #v +HbbB+H M/ [mMimK
T2`im`#iBQM i?2Q`v (jk)X
(j) >2bi2M2b . RN38 6QmM/X S?vbX R8 ejĜ3d
(9) E`+FHm2`  6 kyRj 6QmM/X S?vbX G2iiX Rk 99RĜ98j
(8) :`ƺbbBM; :- 6mbbv a- J2b Sb+bBQ C M/ a+?r#H > kyRk MMX S?vbX jkd 9kRĜ9jd
(e) *pHH2`B :- "`#2`Q 6- "2`ixxB :- *2b`QMB 1- hQMMB 1- "QbB G- aTpB2`B : M/ :BHHB2b : h kyyN 6`QMiX
S?vbX *?BM 8 RydĜRkk
(d) J`b?HH h q RNej S`Q+X _ aQ+X GQM/X Ji?X S?vbX 1M;X a+BX kde 9d8Ĝ9NR
(3) a+?BHTT S  RNN3 1/X- H#2`i 1BMbi2BM- S?BHQbQT?2`@a+B2MiBbi, h?2 GB#``v Q7 GBpBM; S?BHQbQT?2`b oQHX oAA-
j`/ 2/BiBQM UPT2M *Qm`iVX
(N) q?22H2` C  M/ wm`2F q > kyR9 ZmMimK h?2Q`v M/ J2bm`2K2Mi US`BM+2iQM lMBp2`bBiv S`2bbVX
(Ry) 62vMKM kyR8 62vMKM G2+im`2b QM S?vbB+b- oQHX AAA, ZmMimK J2+?MB+b U*`2i2aT+2 AM/2T2M/2Mi
Sm#HBb?BM; SHi7Q`KVX
(RR) qQQii2`b q E M/ wm`2F q > RNdN S?vbX _2pX . RN 9djĜ939
(Rk) ETBix S G M/ .B`+ S  J RNjj Ji?X S`Q+X *K#X S?BHQbX aQ+X kN kNdĜjyy
(Rj) 6`2BKmM/ . G- ~iQQMB E M/ "i2HM > kyyR Lim`2 9Rj R9kĜR9j
(R9) "i2HM > kyyd _2pX JQ/X S?vbX dN NkNĜN9R
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6B;m`2 RRX .Bz`+iBQM K2+?MBbKX o+mmK }2H/ KQ/2b `2 b2H2+i2/ #v i?2 /Qm#H2@bHBi
bi`m+im`2- r?B+? BM im`M ;mB/2 i?2 2H2+i`QM T`iB+H2 KQiBQMX
(R8) J+:`2;Q` a- >mM; q *@q- a?/rB+F "  M/ "i2HM > kyR8 S?vbX _2pX  Nk ykj3j9
(Re) .pBbbQM * C M/ :2`K2` G > RNk3 S`Q+X LiHX +/X a+BX la R9 jRdĜjkk
(Rd) :`QMMB;2` :- "`rB+F "- "i2HM >- apb h- S`Bi+?`/ . M/ *`QMBM  kyy8 TTHX S?vbX G2iiX 3d Rk9Ry9
(R3) "`rB+F "- :`QMMB;2` :- umM G- GBQm a@> M/ "i2HM > kyye CX TTHX S?vbX Ryy yd9jkk
(RN) aT`m+? G kyy3 S?vbX hQ/v jN jdĜ98
(ky) JBHQMMB S q RN3j AMiX CX h?2Q`X S?vbX kk jkjĜjk3
(kR) "Qv2` h > RNdj S?vbX _2pX  d R3jkĜR39y
(kk) qvM2 > " M/ >mM; *@q kyRk 6QmM/X S?vbX 98
(kj) /2 H S2Ƣ G- *2iiQ  J M/ oH/ûb >2`MM/2x  kyR8 h?2 1K2`;BM; ZmMimK UaT`BM;2` AMi2`MiBQMH
Sm#HBb?BM;VX
(k9) >2Mb2M "- "2`MB2M >- .`2m  1- _2Bb2`2` - EH# L- "HQF J a- _mBi2M#2`; C- o2`K2mH2M _ 6 G- a+?Qmi2M
_ L- #2HHM *- Kv q- S`mM2`B o- JBi+?2HH J q- J`F?K J- hrBi+?2M . C- 1HFQmbb .- q2?M2` a-
hKBMBm h > M/ >MbQM _ kyR8 Lim`2 8ke e3kĜe3e
(k8) a?HK G E- J2v2`@a+Qii 1- *?`Bbi2Mb2M " :- "B2`?Q`bi S- qvM2 J - ai2p2Mb J C- :2``Bib h- :HM+v a-
>K2H . _- HHKM J a- *QFH2v E C- .v2` a .- >Q/;2 *- GBi  1- o2`K o "- GK#`Q++Q *- hQ`iQ`B+B
1- JB;/HH  G- w?M; u 2i HX kyR8 S?vbX _2pX G2iiX RR8 k8y9yk
(ke) :BmbiBM J- o2`bi22;? J  J- q2M;2`QrbFv a- >M/bi2BM2` C- >Q+?`BM2` - S?2HM E- ai2BMH2+?M2` 6-
EQ~2` C- G`bbQM C@³- #2HHM *- Kv q- S`mM2`B o- JBi+?2HH J q- "2v2` C- :2``Bib h- GBi  1-
a?HK G E- LK a q- a+?2B/H h 2i HX kyR8 S?vbX _2pX G2iiX RR8 k8y9yR
(kd) *Qm/2` u M/ 6Q`i 1 kyye S?vbX _2pX G2iiX Nd R89RyR
(k3) "mb? C q J kyR8 S?vbX hQ/v e3 9dĜ8j
(kN) M/2`b2M - J/b2M C- _2B+?2Hi *- _Qb2MHmM/ ?H a- Gmi`mT "- 1HH2;`/ *- G2pBMb2M J h M/ "Q?` h
kyR8 S?vbX _2pX 1 Nk yRjyye
(jy) >mM; > *@q M/ "i2HM > kyRj CX *QKTmiX J2i?Q/b S?vbX kyRj jy38j3
(jR) "Qv2` h > RN38 a+BX KX k8j dyĜd3
(jk) >mM; > *@q M/ "i2HM > kyR8 6QmM/X S?vbX 98 jjjĜj8j
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